
KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH)
offers the service of withdrawing new
banknotes “Ayadi” in various cate-
gories and in different locations for
customers on the occasion of Eid Al-
Adha. The service is available 24/7 and
covers all governorates of Kuwait.

KFH provides customers with the
service of withdrawing “Ayadi” via
branches, ATMs, XTM Interactive
devices, smart branches KFH Go in the
Co-op society branch of Ishbiliyah,
Jabriya, Al-Mangaf, Al-Salam and Abu
Fatira, as well as KFH Mobi vehicles,
which are spread in Dahiya Abduallah
al Salem, AlQaser and Abu Fatira to

meet the requirements of all customers
wherever they are present.

He explained that the service is
available until the first day of Eid, in all
cash categories that include the dinar,
KD 5, KD 10 and KD 20. KFH is keen
on achieving the highest levels of
excellence in customer service accord-
ing to the highest standards of quality
by providing the most competitive
advantages that confirm the leadership
of KFH in offering advanced banking
services, achieving the highest levels of
innovation and keeping up with the lat-
est technological developments in the
banking industry.

Burgan Bank
announces 
Al-Thuraya 
draw winner
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank, announced yes-
terday Khaled Ahmad Aloum as the
lucky winner of the Al-Thuraya Salary
Account monthly draw.  The draw

rewards new and existing customers
who transfer their salary to Burgan Bank
by offering them a chance to win a
Nissan Patrol SUV every month. With
every KD 10 available in the account, the
customer receives one chance to enter
the draw.

The Al-Thuraya account holders have
the option to hold money in Kuwaiti
dinar and other major currencies and
can access account-related services
such as standing orders, loans and credit
cards, and benefit from the discounts
and offers throughout the year.
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KUWAIT: Now available in its showrooms, Mutawa
Alkazi Co, the exclusive and authorized distributor and
dealership of BAIC vehicles in Kuwait, revealed the
entirely new, powerful and dependable BJ40 Plus.
Promoting the success of the Chinese brand, the vehicle
offers proficiency driving specifics, high -fuel efficiency
engines and superior dynamics on all types of roads, as
well as advanced technological features for safety and
communication. This confirms the giant company’s desire
to gain the satisfaction and trust of all drivers, especially
those who love adventure.

Mutawa Alkazi offers BAIC BJ40 Plus at favorable
prices and promotions, including 11-year warranty, free
third-party insurance, free traffic registration, free ther-
mal tinting and other advantages. Added to these is a
work team eager to welcome clients, answer their
queries and offer appropriate advice on the model that
best suits their needs and satisfy their ambitions.

Joyful to drive, the car boasts outstanding capability
for driving on rough roads, with extra flexibility in trans-
porting luggage, equipment and freight due to its large
trunk space. All this makes BAIC BJ40 Plus a unique
vehicle with its additional levels of super driving tech-
niques on rough roads and its ability to deal with all
kinds of terrain.

The new vehicle is fitted with leather seats, rear AC
vents, fully foldable rear seats, Bluetooth and other smart
functions that make for a more enjoyable adventure
inside its cabin.

The car features a 7-inch screen with a rear view mir-
ror, automatic door mirrors and elegant over-head
speakers. The dashboard provides information about
gradient, direction and altitude, while the 4-wheel drive
provides exceptional handling of all terrain in Kuwait.
BAIC new star boasts an independent body design that

would enhance its stability in difficult road conditions.
The engine was designed to save up to 90% of peak
torque at  low RPM ensuring lot of torque at low speeds.

Great power on all roads, a high-quality AC in all
weather conditions and an advanced cabin fitted with the
latest technologies and modern laser lights, have com-
bined to reflect BAIC’s work team’s eagerness to consid-
er all clients’ needs, surprise them and boost their confi-
dence that the cars of the brand are built to make them
proud of experiencing the highest standards in driving.

BJ40 Plus will turn heads on all roads with its overall
design and new front and rear lights.

The new generation of 4-wheel drive vehicles con-
firms the company’s success in raising the standards of
quality and value in all its models. This latest develop-
ment sets a new standard of elegance, innovation and
technology. It rethinks clients expectations by offering a
design that is more exciting and sporty.

When you get the chance to sit inside the cabin you
should be able to try the audio system of Bluetooth, the
wireless and the voice recognition technology which are
meant to provide comfort to driver and passengers. 

Mutawa Alkazi invites all to visit its showrooms in Al-
Rai or Shuwaikh (Al-Tilal Complex) to see the new vehi-

cle and get a chance of driving it and sampling its tech-
nologies. With a view to attracting the largest possible
segment of clients in Kuwait, It confirms its eagerness to
make the best offers.

Attractive design 
The design of the new middle panel and the dash-

board fits in with the car’s attractive exterior. The  sound
and AC control keys are designed in the style of piano
keys to impart distinctive look and feel. The winged
design of the dashboard was inspired by the design of
the stealth aircraft, with the visual elements combining to
create a sense of flying altitude. The designers sought to
increase the feeling of interior spaciousness as in the
smart application of modern technology in the new gear
shift  by wire.

The cabin features a 7-inch color touch screen for the
sound system compatible with “Android Auto” and
“Apple CarPlay” with a smart phone wireless charging
pad as well as a USB port for rear seats passengers.

The core sound, video and navigation system features
an exceptional Bose sound system with twelve speakers.

Fuel consumption
The majestic exterior of the vehicle is based on

prominent features including the strong body with
glossy ornaments and a long and effective hood, with a
grille larger and bolder than other models in the market.
The transmission systems in BAIC BJ40 Plus provide the
best combination of energy and power.  The car is
equipped with an automatic transmission which includes
the technology of parking or running and a new dynamic
fuel management technology which enables the engine
to run as needed in order to enhance energy and effi-
ciency levels. 

The 4-wheel drive enjoys proficiency, toughness and unparalleled power

Mutawa Alkazi: New BAIC BJ40 
Plus now available in Kuwait

KFH Go XTM

l High fuel efficiency on all roads
l Attractive offers and exceptional

prices 
l Advanced driving techniques on

local rugged and fast roads

VIVA launches 
Concierge service 
for elite customers
KUWAIT: VIVA, Kuwait’s fastest-growing and most devel-
oped telecom operator, launched the unique “VIVA
Concierge” service for Elite and Al-Diwan customers which
offers them an array of special and unique privileges.  This
exclusive service is designed to cater to the VIVA’s Elite cus-
tomer’s distinguished lifestyle with comfort, ease and conven-
ience. Privileges include free airport lounge access at promi-
nent international airports around the world and a personal
messenger. Commenting on the partnership, Abdulrazzaq
Bader Al-Essa, Corporate Communications Director at VIVA
said: “We are happy to recognize our Elite and Al-Diwan
customers with this valuable package and we will continue
offering them world-class customer service round the clock
to make their life easier and more convenient.”

KFH Ayadi available at all governorates, 24/7


